FAIR
REDISTRICTING
A BETTER DEAL FOR RURAL UTAH
a report by

The most common mistake made by out-of-state political observers about Utah is a willingness to paint
both rural and urban parts of the state with the same broad, red brush.

The relationship between
rural and urban Utah is
more nuanced than their
political makeups suggest.

On the surface level, Utah’s defining characteristics seem to apply
fairly consistently across the state: a politically monochromatic
population with a high birth rate, a strong religious tradition, a
thriving economy, and a population on the cusp of exponential
growth. However, the relationship between rural and urban Utah
is more nuanced than their political makeups suggest.

Closer inspection reveals a large gap between the Wasatch Front, which contains four urban counties housing the majority of the population,1 and the rest of the state. Statistics show that rapid growth in urban parts
of the state2 will widen the already-existing divide between rural and urban Utah.3 In the coming years, rural
Utah’s challenges, interests, and opportunities will continue to grow more distinct from their urban counterparts. Attempting to represent both areas together in shared political districts would be a folly, and rural
Utahns would pay the price.
In 2021, following the upcoming 2020 Census, Utah will redraw its congressional and state legislative district
boundaries. The only question is who those districts will be drawn to represent. This November, voters will
have the option to vote for a ballot proposition establishing an independent redistricting committee, which
would create district maps for the state legislature to approve. The committee would be bound by the following criteria in creating district maps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Creating districts equal in population, in accordance with the
Constitution of the United States and the Voting Rights Act
Keeping cities and counties together as much as possible
Creating geographically compact districts
Creating geographically contiguous districts
Preserving traditional neighborhoods and local communities of interest
Following natural and geographic boundaries
Maximizing boundary agreement across overlapping districts
- Utah Independent Redistricting Commission and Standards Act

Rural Utahns would benefit from a more impartial and fair redistricting process—for decades, rural
and urban areas have been artificially combined in political districts. The result is that rural Utahns’
interests have often been overlooked by lawmakers from urban areas of the state, both in the Utah
Legislature as well as in Congress.
By respecting rural needs and experiences as important and distinct, an independent redistricting
commission could keep rural Utah united as a community of interest, finally allowing rural Utahns
to have their own zealous representation.
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Utah’s Redistricting History

Over 75 percent of Utah’s population lives within four urban counties along the Wasatch Front: Salt Lake,
Utah, Davis, and Weber.4 The remainder of the state’s population is spread throughout Utah’s remaining 25
counties: Washington, Cache, Tooele, Box Elder, Iron, Summit, Uintah, Wasatch, Sanpete, Sevier, Carbon,
Duchesne, San Juan, Millard, Morgan, Juab, Emery, Grand, Kane, Beaver, Garfield, Wayne, Rich, Piute, and
Daggett.5
Following the 2010 Census, population increases in Utah resulted in the creation of a new, fourth Congressional district. Prior to the 2010 reapportionment, Utah had three congressional districts. In 2011, the Utah State
Legislature had the task of deciding where the new congressional district should be located, in addition to
updating the district maps for Utah’s 29 Senate seats and 75 House seats. This redistricting process sparked
intense debate as to where the new congressional seat would be located, and who the new district would
benefit.
The Joint Redistricting Committee of the Utah Legislature was responsible for drafting the district boundaries. Committee members were selected by House Speaker Rebecca Lockhart and Senate President Michael
Waddoups. The committee consisted of 19 legislators in total: 13 representatives and 6 senators, 14 Republicans and 5 Democrats, 13 legislators from urban counties and 6 legislators from rural counties.6
At the outset, the committee adopted six redistricting principles which would govern the 2011 redistricting
process.7 These principles ensured equality of population, so as to not violate the Voting Rights Act, relying
on the 2010 Census data. Two traditional redistricting principles were also included: that districts would be
contiguous and reasonably compact. To reduce the risk of litigation, the Office of Legislative Research and
General Council recommended that the legislature not adopt additional traditional redistricting principles,
such as preserving political subdivisions and keeping communities of interest intact. Thus, the Legislature
was licensed to split up pre-existing political subdivisions, such as cities or counties, as well as communities
of interest in both state and federal districts.
Although not officially adopted as a 2011 redistricting principle, it soon became clear that many Republican
lawmakers in Utah had an additional redistricting principle in mind: creating a mix of rural and urban areas
in each of Utah’s congressional districts. The push for a rural-urban mix was championed by then-Senate
President Michael Waddoups, who wanted to maximize the number of congressional representatives that
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would fight against federal regulations on public

lands.8 This was commonly referred to as a “pizza
slice” model, with wedge-shaped districts extending
outward from Salt Lake City. An alternative favored by
Democrats was the “doughnut hole” model, with concentrated urban districts surrounded by a larger, more
sparsely populated rural district.
The committee held 17 public hearings across the
state to gather public input on how the new district
lines should be drawn. Most rural Utahns who testified at hearings in Ephraim, Richfield, Cedar City, and
Saint George opposed the pizza slice model, favoring the “doughnut hole” model that would keep rural Utah
together.9 As one resident explained, “I feel we have more in common here in Cedar City with the folks in
Brigham City and Logan than with the folks in the avenues in Salt Lake.”10 A state poll conducted at the

same time as the public hearings found that statewide, a majority of both republicans and democrats favored
the “doughnut hole” approach.11

The clamor for a predominantly rural district was not new, nor was the Legislature’s insistence on a rural-urban mix. In 2001, the last time Utah redistricting occurred, Republican legislators drew new maps carving
up Salt Lake County and spreading rural Utah out among three congressional districts. Rural Utahns vocally
opposed the plan, saying the rural-urban mix effectively prevented them from having a congressional representative who was part of their cultural base.12 One proposal, introduced by Rep. Curt Webb, R-Logan, as a

“rural bias map,” went at odds with GOP leadership by featuring two mostly rural districts surrounding two
urban districts.13

The 2011 redistricting process was hailed by legislators as unimpeachably fair—in addition to the 17 public
hearings across the state, the public had the opportunity to submit their own maps using a free version of redistricting software on the state website. The Legislature received over 160 submissions through the website.
However, the Redistricting Committee declined to seriously consider any maps featuring an all-rural district.
Of the six map finalists selected, all adopted the rural-urban mix, breaking rural Utah into wide areas and
combining them with portions of Salt Lake County.14

Ultimately, the Legislature did not keep rural Utah united. The final map adopted by the Legislature was a
modification of a pseudo-doughnut hole map created by Rep. Ken Sumison, dividing rural Utah into three
large sections. The first district combined Weber County and half of Davis County with Utah’s more rural
northern counties. The second district combined all of southwestern Utah with Salt Lake City and the lower
half of Davis County. The third district combined all of rural southeastern Utah with portions of Salt Lake
and Utah Counties. The new fourth district combined parts of Salt Lake and Utah Counties with portions of
Juab and Sanpete Counties, thereby creating a rural-urban mix in all four congressional districts.
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Pre-2011 Congressional
District Map

Example of a Proposed
“Doughnut Hole” Map

“Rural Bias” Map from
Rep. Curt Webb

Final 2011 Map Passed by
Legislature
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The Rationale for Rural-Urban Districts:
Public Lands

Why was the Legislature so insistent upon breaking up both rural and urban Utah?
One answer typically proffered by Democrats was political gerrymandering—asserting that the primary objective of the GOP-dominant legislature was to break up the traditionally Democratic voting bloc in Salt Lake
County. Indeed, one self-described Republican political elections blog endorsed an early version of the final
map, advising Utah readers to “call your legislator in support of this solid 4-0 SLC crackin’ beauty.”15
An alternate explanation, typically proffered by Republicans, is that a mix of rural and urban areas in each
district would unify and balance Utah’s congressional delegation, ensuring that each would be able to advocate on behalf of both rural and urban constituents. Congressman Rob Bishop said, “[I]t’s disingenuous to say
rural people think one way and urban people think another way,” claiming that Utah’s House delegates, like
senators and governors, should represent both rural and urban interests.16
Specifically, the GOP leadership push for simultaneous rural and urban representation was largely focused
on ensuring that all four representatives would deal with
public lands issues like federal regulation and energy development.17 As reported by the Deseret News, Sen. Waddoups
said “he would like to see each congressional district include
some public lands in order have more representation on that
issue in Washington D.C.”18
However, critics of the rural-urban mix warned that districts
which diluted communities of interest would not be capable
of representing any of those communities particularly well.
The Daily Herald editorial board, advocating for an all-Utah
County district, wrote, “It’s absurd to expect the House of
Representatives to be made up solely of bland, wishy-washy ‘moderates.’ Rather, it should, on the whole, represent a wide spectrum of beliefs.”19
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During the 2001 redistricting process, Rep. Patrice Arent said artificially combining rural and urban areas
was contrary to the intent of the Founding Fathers. “I think it’s mixing the roles of the U.S. Senate and the
U.S. House.... The Senate balances the interests of the state, while the House represents people in a specific
area.”20

In practice, congressional
districts with a ruralurban mix usually do not
elect rural representatives.
Utah.

In practice, congressional districts with a rural-urban mix usually
do not elect rural representatives. In 2003, Utah’s second congressional district shifted from an urban district concentrated in Salt
Lake County to a rural-urban mixed district combining parts of Salt
Lake County with the southern and eastern borders of the state.
Since incorporating vast rural territory into the formerly urban district, the district has never had a representative hailing from rural

Utah’s third and fourth congressional districts illustrate the same pattern—since their creations in 1983 and
2013, respectively, both have always featured a rural-urban mix. Neither district has ever elected a representative outside of Salt Lake or Utah County, the two most populous counties in
Where do Utah’s Congressional Representatives Live?
the state.
Currently, Utah has one congressional
representative from rural Utah: Rep.
Rob Bishop, from Brigham City in Box
Elder County. Utah’s first congressional
district, which he represents, encompasses 8 rural counties, along with
urban Weber County and part of Davis
County. Unfortunately, Utah’s 17 other
rural counties do not enjoy rural representation. Based on county population
data from the 2010 Census, this means
61.3 percent of rural Utahns—or 417,009
individuals—are not represented at
the federal level by a person from rural
Utah.21
Thanks to the rural-urban mix, most
rural areas in the state have an urban
representative. Utah’s second, third, and
fourth Congressional districts encompass all of central and southern Utah,
yet the current representatives for these
districts all live within an hour’s drive
from each other along the Wasatch
front.
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CD-1 Rob Bishop
CD-2 Chris Stewart
CD-3 John Curtis
CD-4 Mia Love

Rural Utah Has Distinct Needs

One could argue that it should not matter to rural Utahns where their representative lives, as long as he or
she advocates for policies that benefit rural Utah. As Rep. Sumison quipped after the 2011 public hearings,
“I’m not sure what we’ve learned, really…Most people want a representative who lives in the neighborhood.”22
Obviously, placing too high a value on locational representation can present a tremendous obstacle to realistic congressional representation. Yet in Utah, combining rural areas together as a community of interest could
both rectify a perceived lack of authentic representation as well as result in stronger advocacy for legislation
and policy benefiting rural Utahns.
Demographically, rural Utah has distinct needs that can differ substantially from the needs of urban counties
within the state. Often, representation centered around the priorities of urban Utah—even representation
from a member of the same political party—will leave rural Utah without a true advocate.
Although rural and urban counties in Utah often share the same political preferences, the two areas should
not be confused. The demographic gap between rural and urban Utah has grown substantially in the past
decade.
While Utah overall has enjoyed the strongest job growth in the nation,23 that success has largely been limited
to the Wasatch Front and surrounding bedroom communities, along with the St. George metropolitan area in
Washington County and Moab in Grand County. Rural Utah, by contrast, has undergone a “silent recession,”
with employment decreasing since 2007 in 11 rural counties.24 The job divide between rural and urban Utah
is only projected to widen. According to the Utah Economic Council’s 2018 Economic Report to the Governor, nearly 90 percent of the new jobs created in 2018 will be located in Utah’s four urban counties (Salt Lake,
Utah, Davis, and Weber), along with the rapidly developing Washington County.25
Additionally, Utah’s unemployment rate hit a low 3.0 percent in 2018, nearly a full percentage point from the
national unemployment rate, which dipped below 4.0 percent for the first time in 18 years. However, Utah’s
unusually low unemployment rate fluctuates widely by county: along the Wasatch Front, Utah, Morgan, and
Cache counties had the lowest annual unemployment rates in 2017, all under 3 percent.26 Meanwhile, in rural
Utah, Garfield, Wayne, and San Juan counties all had unemployment rates over 7 percent.27
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Poverty is also highest in rural Utah. While the median poverty rate in urban and “transitional” urban-adjacent counties has increased more dramatically since the 2000 Census, the rate in rural counties remains higher.28 Additionally, rural counties exhibit a high rate of intergenerational poverty,29 defined by the state-run
Utah Intergenerational Poverty Initiative as “poverty in which two or more successive generations of a family
continue in the cycle of poverty, as measured through utilization of public assistance for at least 12 months as
an adult and at least 12 months as a child.”30 Rural San Juan County has the highest level of children experiencing intergenerational poverty, at 34 percent—more than triple the rate of Weber County, the urban county
with the highest level of child intergenerational poverty, at 10 percent.31
Another key issue unique to rural Utah is population decline. Overall, Utah’s population is expected to nearly
double in the next 50 years, reaching an estimated 5.8 million by 2065.32 But that growth is only expected to
occur along the I-15 corridor and surrounding bedroom communities. Thanks to a high birth rate as well as
increased number of people moving in from out of state,33 urban and suburban areas of Utah will continue to
swell.
By contrast, rural Utah is struggling to retain its population, as young people move away for school or work
to urban areas of the state. The consequences for rural Utah can be severe—a shrinking population often
means fewer available jobs and less access to health services. Public schools, dependent on a critical mass of
students in order to function, can find themselves particularly at risk.34
Rural Utah also suffers from a lack of basic infrastructure, compared to its urban neighbors. According to
Linda Gillmor, director of the Office of Rural Development in the Governor’s Office of Economic Development, “the high cost of infrastructure development is one of the biggest factors to inhibit growth and business
recruitment in rural Utah.”35 Common infrastructure needs in Utah include roads and maintenance, power
lines and substations, natural gas lines, and water self-supply systems. For rural economies to survive and
flourish, they need the initial investment of necessary infrastructure.
In sum, rural Utah is facing significant challenges, such as relative economic stagnation, as well as decreasing employment and an overall population decline. These issues are markedly different from the challenges
associated with rapid growth that urban Utah struggles with, such as a housing shortage, homelessness, and
poor air quality. As urban Utah continues to experience rapid growth, the gap between rural and urban areas
of the state is projected to widen. Lawmakers should be aware of this gap and be careful not to attend to the
challenges facing urban Utah at the expense of rural Utah. Just as rural Utah’s needs and priorities are different, the solutions to address those needs will likely be different as well.
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Ignoring Rural Issues by State Lawmakers

The risk that rural Utah’s needs will go unnoticed is increased by the political makeup of the state. Rural
Utahns consistently vote for Republican candidates, as do urban voters living in Utah, Davis and Weber
counties, as well as parts of Salt Lake County. On a federal level, Utah’s rural-urban mix across its congressional districts results in both rural and urban voters usually electing GOP candidates.
In an era of increased political tribalism, voters are mostly concerned about poor representation through a
candidate of another party, rather than a candidate from their same party. Yet solutions to the complex issues
facing rural Utah cannot be pigeonholed as right vs. left—and often, opposition to solutions that would benefit rural Utah comes from representatives of the same party, living in urban areas of the state.
Rural Utah, like much of urban Utah (with the exception of Salt Lake County) tends to consistently vote for
Republican candidates. In theory, an alignment in party affiliation would result in a consistent set of legislative priorities across the state. With regard to rural Utah, the impetus to help create a strong economy seems
clear. In Governor Gary Herbert’s State of the State address in January 2017, he challenged Utah businesses to
create 25,000 new jobs in rural parts of Utah over the next four years.36 Two months later, the Utah Legislature unanimously passed a joint resolution encouraging business development and expansion in rural Utah
in endorsement of that goal.37
However, based on legislative voting records, an alignment in party affiliation between rural and urban lawmakers does not necessarily translate into a shared set of legislative priorities or perspective. Generally, the
legislators who voted against bills specifically designed to benefit rural Utahns were Republicans from urban
parts of the state.
One day after the 2017 Utah Legislature passed S.J.R. 14, Joint Resolution Regarding Jobs in Rural Utah, the
House and Senate voted on the S.B. 267, Utah Rural Jobs Act.38 This bill, sponsored by rural resident Sen.
Ralph Okerlund, supported rural Utah businesses by creating a nonrefundable state tax credit for investments in eligible small businesses primarily located in rural counties. The bill passed, but was opposed by
six Republican representatives, all living in Utah or Salt Lake Counties—and all of whom had voted in favor
of the joint resolution supporting rural jobs the day before. Because these urban representatives are not in
touch with the issues affecting rural Utah, they fail to support important policies benefiting rural Utah. These
lawmakers want rural Utah’s economy to get back on its feet, but aren’t willing to offer a hand up to rural
businesses.
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Recent bills explicitly aimed at helping rural Utah get back on its feet
S.J.R. 14, Joint Resolution Regarding Jobs in Rural
Utah (2017)
• Sponsor: Sen. Kevin Van Tassell
• Resolution encouraging business development and expansion in rural Utah
• Voted against: no one

S.B. 267, Utah Rural Jobs Act (2017)
• Sponsor: Sen. Ralph Okerlund
• Created a state nonrefundable tax credit
for investments in small businesses in rural
counties
• Voted against: 6 republicans from urban
counties (Reps: Kay Christofferson, Brian Greene,
Corey Maloy, Dan McCay, Marc Roberts, Mike
Winder)

H.B. 390, Rural Economic Development Incentives
(2018)
• Sponsor: Rep. Carl Albrecht
• Created the Rural Employment Expansion
Program, which provides grants to companies
that create high-paying jobs in rural areas.
• Voted against: 2 republicans from an urban
county (Reps: Marc Roberts, Norm Thurston)

H.B. 414, Utah Broadband Outreach Center (2015)
• An extension of the Utah Broadband Project
where the Governor’s Office of Economic Development coordinates with stakeholders to
“promote the voluntary expansion of broadband infrastructure in both rural and urban
communities,” and map where commercial
services were being provided.
• Voted against: 10 republicans from urban
counties, 1 republican from rural Utah (Reps:
Jacob Anderegg, Brian Greene, Michael Kennedy,
John Knotwell, Dan McCay, Marc Roberts, Norm
Thurston; Sens: Deidre Henderson, David

Hinkins, Mark Madsen, Howard Stephenson)

S.B. 232, School Transportation Amendments
(2018)
• Sponsor: Sen. David Hinkins
• Provides reimbursement for student transportation costs to rural school districts where at
least 65 percent of students qualify for free or
reduced lunch.
• Voted against: 12 republicans from urban
counties, 4 democrats from urban counties, 3
republicans from rural counties (Reps: Stewart
Barlow, Joel Briscoe, Craig Hall, Timothy Hawkes,
John Knotwell, Bradley Last, Karianne Lisonbee,
Dan McCay, Jefferson Moss, Val Peterson, Marie
Poulson, Susan Pulsipher, Tim Quinn, Adam
Robertson, Angela Romero, Mike Schultz, Travis
Seegmiller, Norm Thurston, Elizabeth Weight)

H.B. 327, Rural Online Initiative (2018)
• Sponsor: Rep. Michael Noel
• Created a pilot program to help rural Utahns
take advantage of freelance, job, and business
opportunities available online
• Voted against: 2 republicans from urban county (Rep. Marc Roberts, Sen. Deidre Henderson)

H.B. 422, Natural Gas Infrastructure Amendments (2018)
• Sponsor: Rep. Michael Noel
• Allows gas companies to spread the cost of new rural gas infrastructure out to their larger customer base. This
enables the expansion of natural gas infrastructure into unserved rural areas that would not otherwise be able
to support the high installation costs.
• Voted against: 3 republicans from urban counties, 2 republicans from rural counties (Reps: Francis Gibson, Kelly
Miles, Scott Sandall, Norm Thurston, Logan Wilde)
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The Utah Legislature has also voted on bills that, while not explicitly targeted toward rural Utah, would disproportionately benefit people living there.
A key example is the Legislature’s reluctance to
fully expand Medicaid. Expanding Medicaid up
to 138 percent of the federal poverty line would
allow an estimated 130,000 Utahns health coverage under the program.39 Currently, Utahns
from rural counties enroll in Medicaid at higher
rates than those from urban counties.40 If the
Legislature were to fully expand Medicaid, rural
Utahns- whose remote locations afford them limited access to other social service programs-could
stand to benefit most.
However, the state has yet to fully extend the program. In 2018, the Legislature passed H.B.472, authorizing
Medicaid expansion capped at up to 100 percent of the federal poverty line-a relatively modest measure that
took five years to pass.41 It is still unclear whether the federal government will approve Utah’s waiver application for partial Medicaid expansion.
In 2015, momentum had gathered around S.B.164, Access to Healthcare Amendments, a compromise Medicaid expansion bill championed by Governor Gary Herbert.42 Polls showed a majority of Utahn voters supported the “Healthy Utah” plan, and 88 percent of voters favored the plan over doing nothing at all.43 A study
conducted by an independent non-profit showed the state would receive a return on its investment of 24.4
dollars for every dollar spent.44 Yet former House
Speaker Greg Hughes, a Republican from Salt Lake
County, initially blocked the bill from receiving a
committee hearing, claiming a lack of support.45 The
bill eventually made it to committee, where it was
voted down by nine representatives.46 All nine were
Republican, and all but one lived in urban parts of
the state.
Another example is H.B. 326, Intergenerational
Poverty Initiative, which passed in 2018, creating a
pilot program to address intergenerational poverty.47
Through the program, the state provides funding to counties to implement local solutions. Because rural
counties have the highest rates of intergenerational poverty, they stand to benefit the most from this program.
Three representatives and one senator voted against the bill, all Republicans from Utah and Weber Counties.
H.B. 57, Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self-Sufficiency Tax Credit, was also put before the Legislature in
2018.48 This bill would have created a refundable state earned income tax credit for individuals experiencing
intergenerational poverty; on average, families would have received $242. Bill sponsor Rep. John Westwood,
R-Cedar City, said it would help “those who need it the most,” particularly in “rural parts of Utah, like Iron
County, [which] have a high poverty and intergenerational poverty rate.”49 The bill received votes in the
House and Senate, but died before it could be signed into law. Thirty-two representatives and four senators
voted against the bill—all were Republican, and all but five legislators were from Utah’s urban counties.50
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Of course, there are other issues pertinent to rural Utah where Republican representatives from rural and
urban Utah are aligned with each other, and at odds with Democratic representatives from urban Utah:
H.J.R. 1, Joint Resolution Urging Exemption
from the Antiquities Act (2018)
• Sponsor: Rep. Carl Albrecht
• Called on Congress to pass legislation
exempting Utah from the Antiquities Act,
which would restrict the president’s ability
to designate new national monuments.
• Voted against: 17 Democrats and 2 Republicans, all from Salt Lake County

S.C.R. 8, Concurrent Resolution in Support of
the Creation of a New National Park, (2018)
• Expressed support for Congress creating a
new national park and three new national
monuments after President Trump dramatically reduced the boundaries of the Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument.
• Voted against: 21 Democrats and 4 Republicans, all from urban counties except for one
representing St. George

S.B. 246, Funding for Infrastructure Revisions (2016)
•
•
•

Indirectly committed $53 million in state funds to help build a deep-water port in California.

Then-Rep. Brad King, D-Price defended the controversial bill, saying that the port would save jobs by
opening new markets for Utah coal, particularly in China.51

Voted against: 14 Democrats and 10 Republicans, all but one from urban counties
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Ignoring Rural Issues by Federal Lawmakers

The interests of rural Utahns are also often overlooked on a federal level, in addition to the state level. Due to
the rural-urban mix implemented in Utah’s redistricting process, all four congressional districts contain rural
and urban parts of the state. As a result, most rural Utahns are represented by a Congressperson who lives on
the Wasatch Front.
On issues concerning public lands—the stated rationale for rural-urban blended districts—Utah’s current
all-Republican congressional delegation has been united, consistently opposing federal ownership or management of rural lands. Representatives Rob Bishop,52 Chris Stewart,53 John Curtis,54 Mia Love,55 as well as
former Rep. Jason Chaffetz56 have all sponsored (or in the case of Rep. Love, co-sponsored) bills seeking to
limit the scope of Utah’s public lands.
However, outside of public lands issues, Utah’s congressional representatives often do not recognize nor
effectively advocate for issues affecting rural areas.
It is here that the rural-urban district mix becomes
a double-edged sword for rural representation—although federal land issues receive ample attention
from Utah’s congressional delegates, no representative is championing the many other causes important to rural Utahns. While many rural Utahns may
align with legislators on issues of environmental
deregulation, their needs go far beyond land use
designations—and do not fit neatly within the platform of one political party.
Tom Vilsack, the former USDA secretary under President Obama, says what’s often lost in the conversation
is that without the federal government, many isolated, rural communities couldn’t exist today.57 And without
advocates who understand and fight for important government programs, rural Utahns can lose out on benefits by urban members of their own party.
For example, according to data provided by the Utah’s Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel,
Utahns in rural State House districts disproportionately rely on Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
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(SNAP) benefits, formerly known as food stamps, compared to the rest of the state.58 The Farm Bill passed in
June 2018 by the U.S. House of Representatives cracked down on SNAP benefits, adding stricter work requirements than the current law.59 The new House Farm Bill will require SNAP recipients to spend 20 hours a
week working or participating in a state-run job training program in order to receive benefits. These requirements would be the most difficult to fulfil in rural areas, where jobs are already hard to come by, and where
access to a job training program will be the most difficult to access. As a result, the new program would place
the greatest burden on the people already experiencing the most food insecurity in the state.60 Still, all four
of Utah’s congressional representatives voted in favor of the Farm Bill.61 The margin was thin; if just two of
Utah’s representatives had voted against it, the bill would not have passed the House.62
Of course, no community of interest is ideologically
homogeneous. Some individuals from rural Utah
oppose investment in coal and favor strong public
land protections, just as some rural Utahns oppose
social welfare programs. The point is not that rural
Utahns all think the same way—it is that neither Republican nor Democrat representatives from urban
Utah can presume they speak for the interests of
rural Utah. Only rural Utahns can speak for themselves, and they should have the power to elect their
own representatives.
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Fair Redistricting Would Benefit Rural Utah

Rural Utahns deserve to have advocates fighting for their community who are from their community. Even
though their party preferences are often similar to their urban neighbors, their needs and priorities are distinct. Treating rural Utahns as a community of interest, rather than artificially separating them into different
districts, will allow their voices to have maximum impact.
The way to achieve fair redistricting for rural Utah is to respect it as a distinct population, drawing boundaries that reflect a rural demographic rather than insisting on a rural-urban mix. On a federal level, this would
mean grouping cities and suburbs together along the Wasatch Front, creating more concentrated urban
districts and allowing rural voters to stay together. Rural Utah should not be treated as a solvent for urban
areas—either to dilute Salt Lake County’s urban liberal influence by splitting it three ways or to bolster Utah
county’s urban Republican influence by splitting it in two. (As former House Speaker Rebecca Lockhart said
of Utah’s 2011 redistricting process, “I feel the people of Utah county would be best served by having two
members in Congress.”)63
The rural-urban mix should also be eradicated from Utah’s state legislative districts. Currently, Utah’s House
Districts 3 and 4 split the city of Logan in half, combining each half with more rural surrounding areas. The
two current representatives live in Logan and North Logan. State Senate Districts 7 and 16 do the same to the
city of Provo—one half is combined with rural parts of Wasatch County, while the other stretches down to
the bottom of the county and picks up half of Santaquin. Senate District 18 takes half of Ogden, where the
current senator resides, and combines it with a large portion
of Morgan County. Senate District 19 captures the rest of the
The only people equipped to
Ogden, combining it with the remainder of Morgan County
and part of Summit County; the current senator lives in North represent and zealously advocate
Ogden.
for the needs of rural Utah are

rural Utahns themselves.

As the gap between rural and urban Utah continues to widen,
rural Utah’s unique opportunities and challenges will continue to grow more distinct from the rest of the state. As a result, it cannot be well represented by urban lawmakers, regardless of their political affiliation. The only people equipped to represent and zealously advocate for
the needs of rural Utah are rural Utahns themselves. By eliminating the false redistricting principle of the
rural-urban mix—and instead prioritizing keeping communities of interest together—rural Utah can have
better, stronger representation in both state and federal government.
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